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Abstract

A laboratory study was conducted to determine the effects of sonic
boom signature shaping on subjective loudness and acceptability. The

study utilized the sonic boom simulator at the Langley Research Center.

A wide range of symmetrical, front-shock-minimized signature shapes

were investigated together with a limited number of asymmetrical signa-
tures. Subjective loudness judgments were obtained from 60 test subjects

by using an 11-point numerical category scale. Acceptability judgments

were obtained using the method of constant stimuli. Results were used

to assess the relative predictive ability of several noise metrics, deter-

mine the loudness benefits of detailed boom shaping, and derive labora-

tory sonic boom acceptability criteria. These results indicated that the
A-weighted sound exposure level, the Stevens Mark VII Perceived Level,

and the Zwicker Loudness Level mctrics all performed well. Significant

reductions in loudness were obtained by increasing front-shock rise time

and/or decreasing front-shock over'pressure of the front-shock-minimized
signatures. In addition, the asymmetrical signatures were rated to be

slightly quieter than the symmetrical fTvnt-shock-minimized signatures

of equal A-weighted sound exposure levels. However, this result was

based on a limited number of asymmetric signatures. The compari-
son of laboratory acceptability results with acceptability data obtaiT_cd

in more realistic situations also indicated good agreement.

Introduction

The economic viability of proposed advanced

High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) aircraft eouht be
significantly enhanced if these aircraft were permitted

to fly over land at supersonic speeds. To accomplish

this, however, would require aircraft configurations

based upon "minimunl-boom" design considerations.
Minimum-boom design involves tailoring the lift and
volume distributions of the aircraft to minimize the

loudness of the sonic boom signature, reduce the sub-

jective startle effects, and lessen indoor effects such
as wall and window vibration and rattle. Sonic boom

minimization generally involves detailed "shaping" of
a boom signature in a way that reduces the high-

frequency components of the signature as well as min-

imizes the peak overpressure effects. Both of these

steps increase boom acceptability.

The potential benefits of sonic boom shaping are

discussed in references 1 and 2, which describe the

results of paired comparison subjective tests to as-
sess the relative loudness of N-wave booms defined

by various combinations of rise time, duration, and

peak overpressure. Results from these studies show

that, for constant peak overpressure, substantial re-
ductions in subjective loudness can be achieved by

increasing the rise time of the front and rear shocks.

Other studies (refs. 3 and 4) suggest that boom loud-
ness can be reduced by more detailed shaping of the

signature. This approach usually involves replac-

ing the N-wave signatures with signatures that have

achieved peak overpressure in two pressure steps in-
stead of one. This method is referred to as front-

shock minimization (FSM). The procedure entails

decree.sing the strength associated with the initial

pressure rise (front shock) and then allowing a slower
pressure rise until it reaches nmximum overpressure.

Signatures shaped in this nmnner would contain sig-

nificantly less high-frequency energy than those of
N-waves of equivalent peak overpressure.

The primary objectives of this paper are to quan-
tify the effects of boom shaping via FSM on sub-

jective loudness, assess the relative ability of sev-
eral noise metrics to predict, the loudness of shaped

sonic booms, conduct preliminary investigations of

the effects of signature asymmetry on subjective

loudness, and develop laboratory acceptability cri-

teria and comparison of these with criteria spec-
ifications derived under more realistic conditions.

These objectives were accomplished by eliciting sub-

jective loudness responses from a group of 60 test

subjects who listened to and rated a wide range of
shaped booms. The shaped booms included sym-

metrical, front-shock-minimized signatures covering

a wide range of FSM parameters and several asym-

metrical signatures corresponding to candidate "low-
boom" aircraft designs. All the signatures repre-

sented booms that may be heard outdoors. No

attempt was made to modify the signatures to



representthosethat maybeheardindoors.Theterm
symmetrical,within thecontextofthispaper,means
that thecompressionandrarefactionphasesof asig-
naturearenominallyinversemirror imagesof each
other.

TheFSbIparametersincludetherisetimeof the
front shock,the rise time associatedwith the sec-
ondaryshockrise in pressure(i.e., the slowerrise
fromthe front-shockoverpressureto peakoverpres-
sure),and the ratio of front-shockoverpressureto
peakoverpressure.Eachboomwasevaluatedby the
testsubjectgroupusingthenumericalcategoryscal-
ing technique.The testfacilityusedwastheLang-
ley ResearchCentersonicboomsimulator. Direct
evaluationsof boomloudnessacceptabilityalsowere
obtainedfor a smallsubsetof the total stimuliset.
Theseevaluationsprovidedabasisfordefiningapre-
liminary laboratoryacceptabilitycriterionand for
comparinglaboratoryresultswith resultsobtained
in morerealisticsituations.

Symbols

LAE A-weighted sound exposure level, dB

LCE C-weighted sound exposure level, dB

LUE unweighted sound exposure level, dB

LXE sound exposure level for frequency
weighting X, dB

Zwicker Loudness Level, dB

Stevens Mark VII Perceived Level, dB

probability

reference sound pressure, 0.00002 Pa

(0.41797 x 10 -6 lbf/ft 2)

instantaneous time-varying

X-weighted sound pressure, lbf/ft 2

reference time of 1 sec for sound

exposure level

effective beginning and ending times,

respectively, of boom signature

frequency weighting (A-weighted,

C-weighted, or unweighted) for sound
exposure level, dB

front-shock overpressure, lbf/ft 2

peak overpressure level, lbf/ft 2

front-shock rise time, msec

secondary rise tilne, msec

LLZ

PL

P

Pref

PX (t)

to

tl,2

X

zx/,s

AP,,_x

T1

r2

Experimental Method

Sonic Boom Simulator

The experimental apparatus used in this study
was the Langley Research Center sonic boom simu-

lator. Construction details, performance capabilities,

and operating procedures of the simulator are given
in reference 2. The simulator, shown in figure 1, is a

person-rated, airtight, loudspeaker-driven booth ca-

pable of accurately reproducing user-specified sonic

boom waveforms at peak sound pressure levels up
to approximately 138 to 139 dB. Input waveforms

were computer generated and "predistorted" to com-

pensate for nonuniformities in the frequency response
characteristics of the booth and sound reproduction

system. Predistortion was accomplished by the use

of a digital broadband equalization filter (ref. 5).

Test Subjects

Sixty test subjects (39 females and 21 males), who

were obtained from a subject pool of local residents,
were used in this study. The ages of the test subjects

ranged from 18 years to 60 years; the median age
of these subjects was 33.5 years. All subjects were

required to undergo audiometric screening prior to

the test to ensure that they had normal hearing.

Experimental Design

Each subject participated in two separate experi-

ments that differed in the scaling method used and in

the number of stimuli presented. In the first exper-
iment, the subjects were required to make loudness

judgments of all test stimuli by using a nulnerieal cat-

egory scale. This scale permitted direct comparison
of the subjective loudness scores between individual

boom signatures, facilitated statistical analysis of the
test results, and allowed direct evaluation of boom-

shaping effects. Note, however, that these loudness

judgments cannot be interpreted in terms of absolute
loudness.

In the second experiment, in which a subset of the

boom stimuli was utilized, the subjects were required

to simply indicate whether or not a boom was accept-
able. The resulting ratings then were used to deter-

mine approximate acceptability thresholds within the

sinmlator. Details of the stimuli and scaling methods
are dcscribed in the following sections.

Test stimuli for first experiment. The set
of test stimuli used in the first experiment contained

a total of 220 boom signatures. One hundred and
eighty of these signatures consisted of factorial com-

binations of four boom-shaping parameters associ-

ated with the symmetrical front-shock-minimized sig-
natures shown in figure 2. These parameters were



peakoverpressurelevelAPma x of a boom signature,
front-shock rise time _-1, secondary rise time r2, and

ratio of front-shock overpressure to peak overpres-

sure level API/APmax, denoted as overpressure ra-
tio. The factorial combinations consisted of five peak

overpressure levels (1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 2.0, and 2.4 lbf/ft2),

three front-shock rise times (1, 2, amt 4 msec), three
secondary rise times (20, 30, and 50 msec), and

four overpressure ratios (0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00).

(Note that. the special case for APmax/APf of 1
corresponds to a flattop signature with overpressure
APmax. ) The duration for all FSM signatures was
300 msec.

The remaining 40 stimuli used in the first exper-
iment consisted of 8 additional boom shapes, each

of which was presented at the 5 overpressure lev-

els just given. Four of these shaped booms corre-

sponded to boom signatures derived from candidate
low-boom aircraft designs. These shapes, which are

presented in figures 3(a) to 3(d), are not shown to

scale. Note that each shape in figure 3 is asym-

metrical and that maximum overpressure occurs dur-
ing the initial compression phase of each signature.

One signature (fig. 3(a)) is an asymmetrical N-wave,

and two signatures (figs. 3(b) and 3(e)) are front-

shock minimized with two pressure steps to peak
overpressure. These three signatures had durations

of 300 msee each. The fourth signature (fig. 3(d))

reaches peak overpressure in five pressure steps and
has a duration of 253 reset.

The fnal four shaped booms (not shown) were

obtained by modifying the four asymmetrical boom

shapes to make them symmetrical. This modification
was accomplished by making the rarefaction phase of

each signature identical in shape and amplitude (but

opposite in sign) to the compression phase. The du-
ration of each "symmctrized" signature was the same

as that of the corresponding asymmetrical signature.
This set of 40 candidate booms is referred to as the

CBOOM (candidate boom) stimuli set. This des-

ignation was given to distinguish these booms from

those defined by the factorial combinations of FSM

parameters.

The stimuli for the 220 boom signatures in the

first experiment were organized into 5 sessions of

44 booms each, and the booms were randomly as-
signed to the sessions. To minimize order effects, the

booms within each session were presented in both

forward and reverse sequence. Thus, one-half of the

subjects heard the booms in forward order and the
remaining one-half heard them in reverse order. The

presentation sequences of the sessions were counter-

balanced by applying balanced Latin squares to fur-
ther minimize order effects.

Test stimuli for second experiment. The sec-

ond experiment used 4 signature shapes, each pre-

sented at 7 overpressure levels, for a total of 28 stim-
uli. Three of the signature shapes were selected from

the set of front-shock-minimized signatures used in

the first experiment. The three shapes differed only

in front-shock rise time (1, 2, and 4 msec). The sec-

ondary rise time and the overpressure ratio for each
signature were 30 msec and 0.50, respectively. The

fourth signature shape was a symmetrical N-wave
with a rise time of 3 mscc and a duration of 300 msec.

These 28 booms comprised 1 test session. The order
of presentation of the booms within the session was

randomized, and the presentation order was alter-

nately presented in forward and reverse sequence to
further reduce order effects.

Scaling Methods

The first experiment utilized the set of 220 boom

stimuli described previously. For this experiment,

subjective reactions were obtained using a continuous
11-point nmncrical category scale, which is described

in appendix A. The scale was characterized at the

low end (with a scale value of 0) by the words "NOT

LOUD AT ALL" and at the high end (with a scale
value of 10) by the words "EXTFIEMELY LOUD."

The instructions given to the subjects explaining how

to use the scale are given in appendix A.

The second laboratory test used the method of

constant stinmli to determine approximate accept-

ability thresholds for the four boom shapes described

earlier. This method involved simply asking the sub-
jects to indicate whether a boom would be accept-

able or unacceptable to them if it were heard three

or four times a day during their daily activities within
or about their homes. The instructions for this ex-

periment are given in appendix B.

Note that it was not the intent of this sec-

ond experiment to establish absolute acceptability

thresholds applicable to "real-world" situations. The

problems inherent in projecting from the labora-

tory to the real world are well recognized. How-
ever, documenting accept.ability within the labora-

tory simulator and comparing the resultant data with

acceptability results obtained by others within more
realistic situations were considered usefifl. The ac-

ceptability data were used to establish laboratory ac-
ceptability thresholds and to relate nmnerical cate-

gory scale results to these thresholds.

Test procedure. Upon arriving at the labora-
tory, the subjects were briefed on the overall purpose

of the two experiments, the test procedure to bc fol-

lowed, the systeln sa%ty features, and their rights



astestsubjects.Thesubjectsthenweretakenindi-
viduallyto the simulatorandgiventheinstructions
regardingthespecifictasksrequiredin the first ex-
periment(appendixA).

Priorto enteringthesimulator,eachsubjectwas
askedto listen to severalboomsignatures(which
wereplayedwith the simulatordoor open)to be-
comefamiliarwith the typeof soundstheywould
be requiredto evaluatein theexperiment.At this
point, thesubjectwasgivenapracticescoringsheet
andseatedin thesimulatorwith thedoorclosed.A
seriesof 10practiceboomswaspresented,andthe
subjectwasaskedto rate eachof theseusingthe
l 1-pointnumericalcategoryscaleson the practice
scoringsheets.Uponcompletingthe practicescor-
ingsession,thescoringsheetwascollected,andany
questionsregardingthe scoringprocedurewerean-
swered.Scoringsheetsfor thefirst testsessionthen
weredistributed,andthefirst sessionwasconducted.
Afterthefirst sessionwasconcluded,thesubjectwas
returnedto thewaitingroomandremainedthereun-
til the othersubjectsin the groupcompletedtheir
first sessionof the day. This procedure,except
for thefamiliarizationandpracticesessions,wasre-
pcatedfor the remainingfour sessionsof the first
experiment.

Uponconcludingthe first experiment,the sub-
jectswerereturnedindividuallyto thesimulatorto
completethe singlesessionof the secondexperi-
ment.Theywereinstructedontheuseof thescaling
method,underwentashortpracticesession,andthen
performedtheactualtestsession.At thispoint,their
participationin theexperimentswascompleted.

Data analysis. Sonic boom signatures were
measured without subjects in the simulator by us-

ing a special low-frequency response microphone that
was located approximately at ear level for a seated

subject. These measurements were computer pro-

cessed to calculate sound exposure level in terd_
of three metrics and to calculate two loudness met-

rics. The metrics used in calculating sound exposure

level were based on three frequency weightings: un-

weighted, A-weighted, and C-weighted. Sound expo-
sure level is given, in the time domain, by the follow-

ing expression:

LXE = l°g_0 _0 2
Pref

where LXE is the sound exposure level in decibels
for frequency weighting X (X = U, C, and A for un-

weighted, C-weighted, and A-weighted, respectively);

px(t) is the instantaneous time varying X-weighted

sound pressure; Pref is the reference sound pressure
of 20 pPa; to is the refcrence time of 1 sec for sound

exposure level; and tl and t2 are the effective be-

ginning and ending times, respectively, of a boom

signature. This equation, although defining sound
exposure level, was not actually used to calculate it

in the present study. Instead, the sound exposure

level was calculated in the frequency domain by us-

ing each of the three frequency weightings.

The loudness metrics used were the Stevens

Mark VII Perceived Level (PL) and the Zwicker

Loudness Level (LLZ). The calculation procedure
for PL and LLZ was based on the frequency domain

methods described in references 4 and 6. This proce-

dure uses a summation of weighted one-third octave

band levels and a reference time t o of 0.07 sec. The
use of a reference time of 0.07 sec instead of the 1 sec

used to calculate sound exposure levels increases the

computed one-third octave band levels by a constant
value of 11.5 dB. Once the one-third octave band

levels were obtained, the weighting and summation

procedures described in reference 7 were used to de-
termine PL and LLZ.

Estimates of peak front (positive) and rear (neg-

ative) overpressures of the symmetrical FSM booms
were obtained from the measured boom signatures.
Because these estimates generally differed slightly

from each other, the averages of the absolute values
of the two were calculated and used to characterize

peak overpressures of the symmetrical signatures.

Various statistical analyses were conducted us-

ing the obtained subjective ratings. These analyses

included calculation of basic statistical parameters,

correlation analysis, and regression analysis. Details
of the analysis methods can be found in reference 8
or in most standard statistical texts.

Discussion of Results

FSM Boom Parameter Effects

Front-shock rise time and overpressure ra-
tio. The overall effects of the front-shock rise time

and the overpressure ratio on the FSM stimuli set are

presented in figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. The
loudness ratings of figure 4(a) have been averaged

over the ovcrpressure ratio and peak overprcssure

factors, and those of figure 4(b) were averaged over

front-shock rise time and peak overpressure. Both
figures present results for each of the three secondary

rise times. These figures show that boom loud-

ness decreased with increasing front-shock rise time

(fig. 4(a)) and increased with increasing overpressure
ratio (fig. 4(b)). These trends arc consistent with

4



theresultsofpriorexperimentalandanalyticalstud-
ies (e.g.,refs.3 and4) and illustratethe potential
loudnessreductionsattainablethroughmanipulating
thesetwoshapingparameters.

Secondary rise time. The data in figures 4(a)

and 4(b) show that subjective loudness ratings did

not depend upon the length of the secondary rise

time. Consequently, the loudness ratings were aver-

aged over secondary rise time, and the results pre-
sented in the remainder of this paper will be based

upon these averaged data. However, secondary rise

time would be expected to influence loudness if its

magnitude approached that of the initial rise time

(e.g., see ref. 4).

Overpressure ratio. The effects of overpressure

ratio upon subjective loudness for several specific

boom shapes within the FSM stimuli set are shown

in figures 5(a) to 5(c). Results are presented for

FSM shapes defined by each front-shock rise time and
the maximum (approximately 2.3 lbf/ft 2) and mini-

mum (approximately 1.0 lbf/ft 2) peak overpressures

for each. Data for the remaining peak overpressure

values (not shown) fall between the two curves shown

in each figure. Thus, these curves represent tile en-
velope of subjective loudness responses obtained for

the FSM stinufli set and provide a more detailed view

of the overall effects that were displayed in figure 4.

The curves show that the effects of overpressure ra-
tio were consistent for each front-shock rise time and

peak overpressure level.

The loudness predictions of reference 4 indicated

that when APf = APma x (see fig. 2) the loud-
ness level is independent of the secondary rise time

and equal to the loudness of an N-wave having tile

same peak overpressure and rise tinle. This spe-

cial case corresponds to the FSM boom signatures
in the present study that have an overpressure ratio

of unity. These signatures are called flattop signa-

tures. To verify the predictions of reference 4, the

mean loudness ratings of the flattop signatures that
had a peak overpressure of 1 lbf/ft 2 were compared

with N-wave loudness ratings obtained in a recent

laboratory test conducted by the authors (data not

yet published). These recent test data were obtained
from a group of 32 test subjects who rated the loud-

ness of several N-wave signatures using a numerical

category scale identical to that of the present study.

The N-wave loudness ratings obtained in that test for
a peak overpressure of 1 lbf/ft 2 and for rise times of

1, 2, and 4 msec are represented by the dashed lines

in figures 5(a) to 5(c), respectively. As shown in the

figures, the subjective loudnesses of the flattop and
the N-wave signatures (for APmax of 1 lbf/ft 2) agreed

very well. This agreement verifies that flattop signa-

tures and N-waves of equal rise time and peak over-
pressure would bc perceived as equally loud. Thus,

designing for a flattop signature that had the same

peak overpressure and rise time as an N-wave would

not introduce an additional loudness penalty nor

would it provide a loudness advantage.

Boom-Shaping Considerations

The previous section verified the predicted equiv-
alence between FSM booms and N-waves for the spe-

cial case of flattop booms and inlticatelt that sig-

nificant reductions in subjective loudness could be

achieved by modifying the front-shock parameters of

the nonflattop booms. A more detailed look at boom-
shaping effects is presented in figures 6(a) to 6(c).

These figures show tile mean subjective loudness rat-

ings for each factorial combination of peak overpres-

sure level, overprcssurc ratio, and front-shock rise

time. (The data were averaged over the secondary
rise time.) Each plot in figure 6 contains the results

for a single front-shock rise time. Also shown in each

plot (by the inverted triangles) are the mean sub-

jective loudness ratings for N-wave signatures having

the same rise time as tile corresponding FSM signa-
tures. The N-wave data were obtained in tile unpub-

lished study mentioned previously.

The results in figure 6 show that all FSM signa-

tures, for comparable peak overpressures, were rated

quieter than those of the corresponding N-waves. For

a given loudness rating, the FSM signatures, excet)t
for the flattop signatures, had significantly higher

peak overpressures than those of tile N-wa_e signa-

tures. These data also show that various degrees
of loudness reduction (relative to N-wave loudness)

were achievable, depending upon the particular com-

bination of boom shaping parameters selected.

Specific examples of loudness reduction trade-
otis attainable by front-shock minimization are illus-

trated in figures 7(a) and 7(b) for boom signatures

having peak overpressures of 1 lbf/fl 2 and 2 lbf/fl 2.

These figures show that the quietest boonls were

those with tile largest front-shock rise times and low-
est front-shock overpressures. For example, consider

the flattop signature (with an overpressure ratio of 1)
which has a front-shock rise time of 1 Insec and a

maximum overpressure of 1 lbf/ft 2 (fig. 7(a)). The

mean loudness rating for this signature was 5.7. Now
consider two options for reducing boom hmdness:

(1) maintaining an overpressure ratio of rarity and in-

creasing front-shock rise t.ime to 4 msec and (2) main-
taining a front-shock rise time constant (at 1 msec)

and reducing tile overpressure ratio to 0.25. Ill tile

first ease, the loudness ratings decreased froIn 5.7



to 3.5,whichis a decrementof 2.2scaleunits. In
the secondcase,the loudnessrating decreasedto
1.6,whichis a decrementof 4.1scaleunits. Thus,
for therangeof front-shockrisetimesin thisstudy,
the reductionof front-shockoverpressureprovided
the largestdecreasesin subjectiveloudness.If both
optionswereselected,the loudnessratingwouldde-
crease to 0.45, which is a reduction of 5.25 scale units.

This decrease would correspond to a high level of ac-

ceptability. (See the section entitled "Boom Accept-

ability Considerations." )

Metric Considerations

Correlation Results

Mean loudness ratings were calculated for each

boom signature in the first experiment. Plots show-

ing these ratings as a function of level for the met-
rics APmax, LCE, LAE, and PL are presented in fig-

ures 8(a) to 8(d). The LUE and LLZ metrics are not
shown because they are very similar to the APmax

and PL metrics, respectively. A cursory inspection

of these figures shows very large scatter associated

with peak overpressure (or equivalently with LUE),
thus implying that it is a poor metric for quantifying

subjective loudness to sonic booms. Significant re-
duction in scatter was evident for LCE, and the least

scatter occurred for LAE, PL, and LLZ. These find-

ings indicate that LAE, PL, and LLZ have been ef-

fective in accounting for the effects of the FSM boom

parameters as well as the shape differences associated
with the CBOOM stimuli set.

Linear correlation coefficients between metric lev-

els and mean loudness ratings have been calculated
for each metric and are summarized in table I.

The correlation coefficients provide a measure of the

relationships between metric levels and loudness rat-

ings as well as a basis for comparing between met-
rics. The correlation coefficients are presented in

table I for the total stimuli set (220 booms) as well as

several subgroups of the stimuli set. The subgroup-

ings were the subset comprised of the front-shock-

minimized booms (180 booms) only, the CBOOM

subset (40 booms), the symmetrical booms within
tile CBOOM subset (20 booms), and the asymmetri-
cal booms within the CBOOM subset (20 booms).

Values of the correlation coefficients ranged from

0.359 to 0.977, and all were statistically different from

zero (P < 0.01). The lowest correlations were ob-

served for APmax, LUE, and LCE. The highest cor-

relations occurred for LAE, PL, and LLZ.

The high degree of relationship observed between
the LLZ, PL, and LAE metrics and the loudness

ratings does not necessarily imply that these metrics

are equally precise as loudness predictors. Determi-
nation of the best predictor metrics requires evalu-

ation of the relative accuracies of the metrics, i.e.,

prediction errors, and is discussed in the following
section.

Metric Prediction Accuracy

The method used to assess metric prediction ac-

curacy involved application of residual analysis to the

data for each metric. Specifically, polynomial regres-
sion analysis was used to determine the best-fit curve

describing the relationship between mean loudness

ratings and level of each metric of figure 8. The ap-

propriate order of the polynomial fit for each metric
was determined by statistical analysis of tile addi-

tional variance explained by including higher order

terms (such as quadratic or cubic terms) in the re-

gression model. The polynomial regression equation
for each metric then was used to obtain estimated

or predicted loudness ratings based on the measured
levels of each test sound. The difference between

each predicted and measured loudness rating is de-
fined as the residual or, equivalently, the prediction

error. The standard deviation of the prediction er-
rors for each metric is the standard error of estimate

about the regression curve for that metric and is an

indicator of how accurately the metric predicts an-

noyance. The smaller the standard error of estimate,
the greater the prediction accuracy. The resulting
standard errors of estimate for each metric are dis-

played in figure 9. These data show that the least-

accurate predictors were LUE and LCE, which had
standard errors of estimate of approximately 1.66

and 0.97 scale units. The most accurate predictor

was LAE (with a standard error of estimate equal

to 0.35 scale units), followed closely by LLZ and

PL (with a standard error of estimate equal to 0A6
and 0.47 scale units, respectively). Thus, the LAE
metric displayed a slight advantage over the PL and

LLZ metrics in terms of loudness prediction accu-

racy. However, the differences between the predic-

tion accuracies of the LAE , PL, and LLZ metrics

were not statistically significant. Consequently, any
one of these metrics could be used as loudness pre-

dictors without compromising prediction accuracy.

CBOOM Stimuli Set Results

The asymmetrical booms within the CBOOM

stimuli set were included in this study to investi-

gate whether the subjective loudness and accept-

ability characteristics of these signatures offered any
loudness advantages compared with the symmetri-

cal FSM signatures. This investigation was accom-

plished by comparing, for equal LAE, the obtained



loudnessratingsof thesymmetricalFSMandasym-
metricalsignatures.Thecomparisonwasmadeby
fittingtheratingversustile LAE data of each data set

with second-order polynomial regression curves. The

resulting comparison is presented in figure 10. The

solid curve in tile figure represents tile symmetrical

FSM signatures, and the dashed curve corresponds
to the asymmetrical signatures. These results show

that, for the middle range of the LAE values, the

asymmetrical signatures were rated less loud than

those of the symmetrical FSM signatures. This dif-

ference was statistically significant (P < 0.01) and

implies that sonic boom signature asymmetry intro-

duced loudness reductions that are not predicted by
loudness metrics sucii as PL and LAE. However, tile

number of asymmetric signatures and the degree of

asymmetry of the boom signatures in this study were

very limited. Thus, definitive conclusions regarding
loudness effects of boom asymmetry cannot be made

based upon the present results.

Boom Acceptability Considerations

The previous discussion of boom shaping (in the

section entitled "Boom-Shaping Considerations") de-
fined the subjective loudness effects of the individual

FSM shaping parameters by using numerical cate-

gory scale ratings. This scale provided data in a for-

mat appropriate for use in statistical analysis and
loudness estimation, but it gave no inforlnation con-

cerning the acceptability of tile various booms. Al-

though substantial differences ill loudness responses

were observed as boom parameters varied, it was not
known whether all, none, or some of the booms were

unacceptable in an absolute sense. Consequently,
the second experiment was conducted to obtain data

for use in quantifying boom unacceptability within

the laboratory environment. The data were used
to approximately relate the numerical category scale

data of the first experiment to a meaningful lab-

oratory scale of acceptability and to compare this

scale with tile acceptance results obtained by other
investigators.

The subjective parameter of interest in the ac-

ceptability test was the percent of subjects that
rated a given boom-level combination as unaccept-

able. This parameter is shown in figure 11 as a func-

tion of the LAE metric level for the four boom signa-

tures of the second experiment. This LAE metric was
selected because it was shown earlier to be a slightly

better predictor of loudness than PL and LLZ. The

curve in the figure is the best-fit second-order least-

squares polynomial for these data. This polynomial
then was used to estimate the percentage of unac-

ceptable values for the selected LAE levels. Similarly,

the numerical category scale loudness rating data. for

each LAE (shown in fig. 8(e)) were fitted with a poly-
nomial, and estimates of inean loudness ratings were

obtained for the same LAE levels. The two sets of es-

timates then were used to define the relationship be-

tween acceptability and the numerical category scale

results of the present study. This relationship is dis-
played in figure 12. This figure can be used t.o aid

in interpreting the numerical category scale loudness

ratings in terms of boom mmcceptability. For exam-

ple, numerical category scale values of 4.54 and 2.64

correspond to ratings that are 50 and 80 p(_rcent un-
acceptable, rest)ectively. Thus, booms whose mean

numerical category scale loudness ratings exceede(t

4.54 would have been rated unacceptable t)y a ma-

jority of the test subjects. Nmnerical category scale

ratings exceeding approximately 7 would have been
rated unacceptable by all sui)jects.

Because the loudness acceptability results just de-

scribed were developed within the lal)oratory envi-
ronment, it was of interest to determine how these

results compared with the aeceptal)ility criteria ob-
tained or proposed by others. Ascertaining whether

tile laboratory environment introduced significant bi-

ases that. would seriously limit tile validity and appli-

cability of these results was particularly important.
To address this issue, the values of each noise metric

corresponding to mmmrical category scale ratings of

2.64 (20 percent unacceptable) and 4.54 (50 percent

unacceptable) were estimated from polynonlial re-

gressions of loudness ratings and metric values. The
results of applying this procedure are given in ta-
ble II, which contains the estimated metric levels for

20 and 50 percent boom loudness unacceptability.

Tile next step was to corot)are the calculated met-
ric values witii the metric level criteria that have

been considered by others. Unfortunately, the avail-

able data are limited. One study (ref. 9) which
obtained subjective responses to simulated outdoor

sonic booms (N-waves) determined that 20 percent

of test subjects who heard these booms at a PL level

of 90 dB rated them as unacceptable. This finding
compares very well with tile results ill table II which

indicate that 20 percent of tile subjects in the present
test found a PL level of 90.4 dB to be unacceptable.
Note, however, that the method used to determine

PL in reference 9 was based on a simplified predic-
tive procedure and not upon tile Stevens Mark VII

method. Another psyehoaeoustic study (ref. 10) de-
veloped noise simulation systems that were placed

into the homes of 12 families; annoyance, interfer-

ence, and acceptance response ratings were obtained
daily and weekly from these subjects. As part of

the study, the subjects were asked, on a weekly



basis,to indicatewhetherornot thesoundsthatthey
wereexposedto in the previousweekwouldbeac-
ceptableif theywereto continueindefinitely.Using
resultspresentedin tables5to 7of reference10,the
presentauthorsdeterminedthat an LAE level of ap-

proximately 79 dB (which was heard 30 times per

day) corresponded to 50 percent "YES" responses to
this question. This level is indicated by the vertical

dashed line on the right of figure 11. From table II,

we see that 50 percent of the subjects in the present

study indicated that an LAE level of 80 dB would be

acceptable if heard three or four times a day.

Recent studies (refs. 11 and 12) to assess loud-
ness and other environmental impacts of an HSCT
selected as tentative sonic boom loudness acceptabil-

ity goals a PL of 90 dB (ref. 11) and the A-weighted

sound exposure levels of 72 dB for corridors and
65 dB for unconstrained flight (ref. 12). (Note that
the selected criteria levels in both refs. 11 and 12 were

based upon surveys and analyses of human response
data available at the time of the respective publica-

tions.) The two A-weighted sound exposure levels of

reference 12 are indicated by the two leftmost verti-

cal dashed lines in figure 11. In terms of the data of

the present study, an LAE boom level of 72 dB was
acceptable to approximately 88 percent of the test

subjects. This level corresponds to a high degree of

acceptability and can represent a reasonable criterion
for corridors. In this sense, the current laboratory

results compare reasonably well with the recommen-
dation of reference 12. The agreement between the

laboratory criteria and the results and recommenda-

tions of these other studies implies that the validity

of the laboratory absolute acceptability results may

apply to "real-world" environments. This observa-
tion, however, remains to be confirmed by additional

in-home testing that is scheduled to be conducted by

Langley Research Center.

Conclusions

The sonic boom simulator of the Langley Re-

search Center was used to quantify human subjective

loudness response to a wide range of shaped sonic

boom signatures. In addition, laboratory acceptabil-
ity judgments were obtained for a small subset of

tile signatures. The loudness and acceptability re-
sults validated the potential of boom shaping to sig-

nificantly improve public acceptance of sonic booms.
Front-shock minimization was shown to be an effec-

tive method for reducing boom loudness; that is, sig-
nificant loudness reductions were achieved by modi-

fying front-shock parameters (such as rise time and

overpressure ratio) without the necessity of reducing
peak overpressure of the signatures. Subjective loud-

ness responses to various combinations of front-shock

parameters were quantified in detail and related to a

laboratory-derived threshold of unacceptability. Us-

ing the laboratory acceptability scale, the results of

this study were compared, where possible, with ac-
ceptability criteria proposed in the literature. The

specific conclusions and comments pertinent to the

results of this study are summarized as follows:

1. The effects of varying the front-shock mini-

mization (FSM) shaping parameters were con-

sistent with results reported by other investi-

gators. Generally, increasing front-shock rise

time and/or decreasing front-shock overpres-
sure were very effective in reducing subjective
loudness.

2. Secondary rise time did not affect subjective

loudness ratings for the range of values (20

to 50 msec) used in this study. This result,
however, will not apply if secondary rise time

is made sufficiently small or is comparable to
the rise time of the front shock.

3. The flattop signatures (with an overpressure

ratio of 1.0) were observed to bc approxi-

mately equal in loudness to those of N-waves

having the same rise time and peak overpres-
sure. Thus, no loudness penalty would be in-

troduced, nor loudness advantage gained, by

designing for a flattop signature instead of an
N-wave.

4. Correlation and prediction error analyses of

the noise metrics indicated that LAE, PL, and

LLZ performed well and effectively accounted

for the effects of boom shaping. Based upon
the results of this study, it is reasonable to con-

clude that any one of the three metrics could
be used to estimate boom loudness effects.

5. The asymmetrical boom signatures contained
with the CBOOM stimuli set were rated

slightly quieter than those of the front-shock-

minimized signatures, for equivalent LAE ,

over the midrange values of LAE. However,

the number of asymmetrical booms (and the

degree of asymmetry) included in this study
was limited. Definitive conclusions regarding

asymmetry must await the results of addi-

tional boom asymmetry studies.

6. Comparison of laboratory acceptability results
with acceptability data obtained by others in

more realistic situations indicated good agree-

ment. This agreement implies that the valid-

ity of absolute acceptability results based upon

laboratory tests may extend to more realistic



situations.Thisresult,however,mustalsobe
confirmed by further laboratory and in-home

testing.

7. The results presented in this paper were ob-

tained for simulated outdoor sonic boom sig-
natures. Additional studies will be conducted

to quantify subjective loudness response to

simulated indoor signatures (defined ms sig-
natures modified to account for the effect of

transmission through walls).

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
August 28, 1992
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Appendix A
Instructions for First Experiment:
Instruction Set Number 1

The experimentin whichyou areparticipating
will helpus to understandthe waypeoplerespond
to varioussoundsproducedby aircraft. Wewould
like you to judgehowLOUDsomeof theseaircraft
sounds are.

The experiment consists of five 4-rain sessions.
During each session, 44 aircraft sounds will be pre-

sented for you to judge. Before each session, you will

be given 4 rating sheets, each containing l l rating
scales similar to the one shown below.

After each sound, there will be a few seconds of

silence. During this interval, please indicate how loud

you judge the sound to be by placing a checkmark
along the scale. If you judge a sound to be only

slightly loud, then place your checkmark close to the

NOT LOUD AT ALL end of the scale, that is, near or

NOT LOUD

AT ALL

I I I I I I

between a low number near the left end of the scale.

Similarly, if you judge a sound to be very loud, then
place your checkmark closer to the EXTREMELY

LOUD end of the scale, that is, near or between

a high number near the right end of the scale. A

moderately loud judgment should be marked in the

middle portion of the scale. In any case, please make
only one eheckmark on each scale. There are no right

or wrong answers; we are only interested in your

opinion of each sound.

Before entering the test facility, six sounds will

be presented to acquaint you with the sounds you

will hear in the experiment. After entering the test
facility, you will be given a practice rating sheet

and 10 more sounds will be presented to familiarize

you with the process of making and recording your
judgments. After the practice session, I will answer

any questions you may have.

Thank you for your participation and help in

conducting this experiment.

EXTREMELY

LOUD

I I I I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Appendix B

Instructions for Second Experiment:
Instruction Set Number 2

Wearenowgoingto conductabrieftestinwhich
wewill askyouropinionsconcerningtheacceptabil-
ity of severalsoundsthat youheardearlier.Twenty-
eightsoundswill bepresentedto youoneat a time.
Yourtaskwill bc to indicate,afterlisteningto each
sound,whetheror not youwouldfind a soundac-
ceptableif youwereto hearit threeto four times
a day asyou pursueyourdaily activities. Daily
activitiescouldincludeanyor all of the following:
working/relaxingin your yard, watchingTV, eat-
ing,reading,conversationwith fricmts/ncighbors,or
performinghouseholdchores.In makingyourjudg-

ments,assumethat noneof thesoundswouldoccur
at night.

After listeningto eachsoundpleaseindicate,
basedupontheguidelinesgivenabove,youropinion
asto whetherthesoundwouldbeacceptableor un-
acceptableto you.Youshouldmakeyourewduation
byplacinga checkmarkin eitherthecohnnnlabeled
"NO" or thecolumnlabeled"YES" asshownin the
examplebelow.

Acceptable

NO

.

2. v/

YES

11
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Table I. Correlation Coefficients Between Mean Ratings and Each Metric for Various
Stimuli Set Groupings

Grouping APmax, lbf/ff 2 LUE, dB LCE, dB LAE, dB PL, dB LLZ, dB

All booms 0.4937 0.5321 0.8587 0.9581 0.9561 0.9581

FSM booms 0.4835 0.5461 0.8430 0.9660 0.9580 0.9584

All CBOOM's 0.5036 0.4080 0.9399 0.9344 0.9558 0.9617

CBOOM's symmetrical 0.5863 0.5094 0.9168 0.9615 0.9514 0.9576

CBOOM's asymmetrical 0.4687 0.3590 0.9600 0.9636 0.9755 0.9770

Table II. Metric Levels Corresponding to Loudness Unacceptability Levels
of 50 and 20 Percent

Metric

LUE
LCE

LAE
PL

LLZ

5O

122.9

103.0
80.0

96.0

106.5

Percent unacceptable

2O

121.7

99.5
74.1

90.4

102.0

13



BLACK AND WHfTE PHOTOGRAfaN

Figure 1. Sonic boom sinmlator.
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Figure 2. Shape parameters for front-shock-minimized sonic boom signatures,
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Figure 3. Asymmetrical boom signatures included in study.
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